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ANALYTIC HYPOELLIPTICITY OF CERTAIN SECOND-ORDER

EVOLUTION EQUATIONS WITH DOUBLE CHARACTERISTICS

BY

MARIO TOSQUES

ABSTRACT.   The present article establishes the analytic hypoellipticity

(Definition 1.2) of a class of abstract evolution equations of order two, with

double characteristics, under the hypothesis that the coefficients are analytic (in

a suitable sense; see §2).   The noteworthy feature of the main result (Theorem

4.1) is that analytic hypoellipticity holds whenever hypoellipticity does, even

when one of the asymptotic eigenvalues cl(A) fails to be elliptic of order one.

Introduction.  The present paper establishes the analytic hypoellipticity

(Definition 1.2) of a class of (abstract) evolution equations of order two, with

double characteristics-precisely the same class as that studied in the work [1],

but under the hypothesis that the coefficients are analytic (in a suitable sense; see

§2). We adapt the concatenation method of [1] and use the method of Grushin

[2] to derive analytic hypoellipticity from suitable a priori estimates. The note-

worthy feature of the main result (Theorem 4.1) is that analytic hypoellipticity

holds whenever hypoellipticity does (under the analyticity hypothesis concerning

the coefficients)-eve« when one of the asymptotic eigenvalues c'(A) fails to be

elliptic of order one (in the latter case our results are essentially particular cases

of those of Grushin).  Since the equations studied here are microlocal models for

the pseudodifferential equations of the kind studied in [4], our main result strong-

ly suggests that, when their total symbols are analytic, the operators II studied in

[4] are hypoelliptic analytic if and only if all their asymptotic eigenvalues are.

I wish to thank Professor F. Trêves for suggesting the problem and his

contributions to many of the arguments.

1. Analytic hypoellipticity in the abstract set-up.  Let A he a linear opera-

tor, densely defined in a Hubert space 77. We shall assume that A is unbounded

but it is selfadjoint, positive-definite and that it has a bounded inverse A~l.

Let / be a given open subset of the real line. We denote by Q_A(J) the ring

of the series in the nonnegative powers of A~l with coefficients in C°(f) which

converge in 7,(77, H) (the Banach space of bounded linear operators of 77 into H)
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as well as each one of their derivatives in t, uniformly with respect to t on com-

pact subsets ofJ.

Qji ((/)) will denote the formal power series in A'1, with coefficients in

QT{J).
Now we want to state precisely what we mean for analytic hypoellipticity

of an operator of the kind

(1.1) P=    Z    "j,k(t,A)AJBk
J+k=m

where Uj k(t, A) E QA{J). Then we have to introduce a scale of "Sobolev spaces"

Hs, s E R, defined hy A:

If s > 0, Hs is the space of elements uEH such that Asu E H,

equipped with the norm \\u\\s = IMsu ll0, where II ll0 denotes the

norm in H.

If s < Q,HS is the completion for the norm ll«lls = II^mIIq.

The inner product in Hs will be denoted by ( , )s.

Whatever s, m E R, Am is an isomorphism (for the Hilbert space structure)

of Hs onto Hs~m.

We denote by H°° the intersection of the spaces Hs and by H~°° their

union, the former equipped with the projective limit topology and the latter with

the inductive limit topology.

H°° and H~°° with their topology are the strong dual of each other as Hs

and H~s are.

We denote by C°{J, H°°) the space of the C°° functions in / valued in H°°,

equipped with its natural C~ topology. It is the intersection of the spaces

Ch{J, Hk) as h and k tend to °o, of the «-continuously differentiable functions

defined in J and valued in the Hilbert space Hk.

If K is any compact subset of/, we denote by C%{K, H°°) the subspaces

of C°(J, H°°) consisting of the functions which vanish identically outside of A',

this is a closed linear subspace of C°{J, //°°), then a Fréchet space and we denote

by C~(/, H°°) the inductive limit of the C"(X H°°) as K ranges over the compact

subsets of/.

Now we can define the space V'(J, H~°°) of the distributions in / valued in

H-" as the dual of C"(/, IT).

Finally we denote by A(/, //"), [C°°(/, //")], the subspace of C{J, H°°)

given by the set of the functions u(t) G C°°(/, H°°) such that for every point

i0 G /, there is an open neighborhood /' of t0 relatively compact contained in /

and a constant C>0 such that for every ajeN
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suP/ Il rtAßuit) ll0 < Ca+0+1 (a 4- ß) !

(1.2)
re/

fsupJUVOllo^^1!3]!

Definition 1.1.   Let P be as in (l.l),Pis said to be hypoelliptic in J if given

any open subset J' of J and any distribution u(t) G V'(J', H~°°),

Pu E C(f, H")~uE C°(f, 77").

We say that P is hypoelliptic at a point t0 of / if there is a neighborhood

/' of t0 in J such that P is hypoelliptic in J1.

Definition 12.   P is said to be analytic hypoelliptic in Jif? is hypoelliptic

in J and if, given any open subset J' of J and any distribution u(t) E V'(J', H~°°),

Pu E A(/', Hw)=>uE K(J', Hw).

Similarly P is analytic hypoelliptic at a point t0 of J if there is a neighbor-

hood /' of f0 in J such that P is analytic hypoellyptic in J'.

We introduce, now, a new scale of Hilbert spaces.

If s E R and s > 0, we denote by Es the set of all elements u EH fot which

there is a u G 77 such that u = e~sAv and we put in Es the norm II «ll^  = llull0.

If s G R and s <0,ES is the completion of H with the norm \\u\\E  =

léAu\\0.

For every real s, Es is a Hilbert space with the norm II ll^  and the following

properties are true

(i)  For every s and s' such that s > s', Es is canonically imbedded in

Es, with a norm < 1.

(1.3)
(ii) For every s and s' such that s > s', A defines a continuous linear

map A: Es —*■ Es>, with norm < C/is - s)', where C is a positive

constant independent on s and s .

For every real s, we denote by kt(J, Ej) the space of the analytic functions

vith value in Es.

Remark 1.1.  It is easy to see that

0-4) A(7,77W)=U   Af(/,/y.
s>0

2. "Classes" of cut off functions.  Let J denote an open interval centered

in the origin; we are going to study the analytic hypoellipticity for "formal"

operators of the form
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(2.1) P - (3, - a(t, A)A)(ot - b(t, A)A) - c(t, A)A = XY - c(t, A)A

where

(2.1)' X=bt- a(t, A)A;      Y = 3, - b(t, A)A

and a(t, A), b(t, A), c(t, A) G QA((J)) which satisfies the following properties:

If a0(t) and b0(t) axe the leading coefficients of a(t, A) and b(t, A), then

(2.2) a0(0) = b0(0) = 0

(2.3) Re 4,(0) >o,    Re&0(0)<o.

Furthermore, if we write a(t, A) = T,kak(t)A~k, b(t, A) = T,kb(t)A~k,

c(t, A) = Y,kck(t)A~k, we suppose that there is a neighborhood U of 0 in C, sue!

that U n R = /, on which the C°° functions ak(t), bk(t), ck(t) can be extended

as holomorphic functions satisfying the inequality

(2.4) {\ak(z)\, \bk(z)\, \ck(z)\} < ck+1kl

for every integer k > 0 and for every zEU.

Therefore, by Cauchy's inequality, after a shrinking of U, we can suppose

that there is a constant Ai > 0 such that

(2.5) I3?«k(*)l. I3?*fc00l, 13^*001 < ck+ lMaa\k\

for every integer a, k > 0 and for every z G U.

Because A is a selfadjoint operator, using the spectral resolution of A, we

have that

A= (+°°XdE, = f ,    XdEK,
J_oo *        Jo(A) K

(2-6)

where a(^4) is the spectrum of .4.

Below {vfc(X)}, kEN, denotes a sequence of continuous real valued func-

tions defined on R.

Definition 2.1. Let cx be a number > 0. We will say that the sequence

ÍVfcíX)} belongs to the "class of cut off functions" [cx] if

(1) <p0(X) = 1 for every X G R,

(2) 0 < (£k(X) < 1 for every k > 1 and X E R and

1   VX>cxk + l,

0   VX<Clfc

Then for every nonnegative integer k, the operator

(2.7) ^(X) =
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(2.8) vk(A) = fok(K)dEx

is a bounded selfadjoint linear operator defined on 77 into 77.

We define formally

(2.9) P( {*>*}) = (9, - a(t, A, {^}M)(3f " b(t, A, &k})A) - c(t, A, [<pk})A

where

a(t,A,lpk)=Z°kit)PM)¿~k>
k

b(t,A,<pk)=Zhit>PkW-k>
k

c(t. A, <pk) = Z ck(t)pk(A)A-k.
k

Remark 2.1.  If cx >c, where c is given by (2.4), for every {¡pk} E [cx]

Pifa*}) is a "true" operator, that is the coefficients a(t, A, {<pk}), b(t, A, {pk})

and c(t, A, {yk}) are C°° functions defined on / with value in 7,(77, 77).

Indeed, take an integer a and let II II denote the norm 7,(77, 77); we have,

by (2.5),

sup\Zi^ak)itypkiA)-k\
re/ || 0 H

< Z sup I3X(')I • ii,\04>rfcii
k=o J

< Z ck+1Ma<x\k\ • icxk)-k <cMaa\ (z \~Y\
fc=0 \ o   \ci/   /

which proves the result.

Then there is a constant Mx such that for every a E N

sup{ll5>0\A {^})ll, U«b(t,A, &k})h fo«cit,A, &k})i}
(2.10) f

= Mx*+la\

Suppose that P1 and P2 are operators of the kind

Pi=    Z   Pj,kiMJbkt,     P2=    Z    GJk(t)AJbk
J+k=2 J+k=2

where Fj k(t), Gj k(t) ate analytic functions on / with value in 7,(77, 77) which

can be extended as holomorphic functions on the complex neighborhood U of 0

(J = U O R) with value in 7,(77, 77) and F0 2(t) = GQ2(t) = IH, IH being the

identity mapping of 77.
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Theorem 2.1. Let us suppose that

(2.11) P!=P2-I-R

where R is a linear operator which has the following property: there is an e > 0

such that for every real s

(2.12) R: A,(/, £",)-* At<J, Es+e)

is a linear operator of kt{J, Es) into kt(J, Es+e).

Then z/P2 is analytic hypoelliptic at t = 0, the same is true of?x.

Proof.   For the proof we will use some results of [3], using the scale of

Hilbert spaces Es.

Let u be an element of V'(J, H~°°) such that PtM =/where /G K(J, //"),

then / G Af(/, E0), recalling that EQ = H, then if we shrink enough the complex

neighborhood U of 0 we can extend / to a holomorphic function on U with

values in E0, i.e./G At{U, EQ).

Now we reduce the second order differential equation in t, Pxu =/, to a

first order linear system

LU = IdtU-M(t, A)U = F(t)

where / is the identity matrix 2x2, M(t, A) a 2 x 2 matrix and F(t) a two-

vector, holomorphically dependent on t varying in U.

Now for (i) and (ii) of (1.3) the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 in [3] are veri-

fied and by the uniqueness of the solution and by Remark 9.3 in [3], for every

s < 0, u is the restriction of a holomorphic function «00 on U (after a shrinking

of U) with value in Es, in particular we have u E Af(/, Es).

Then by property (2.12), if we choose s = -e/2, we have that Ru E

kt{J, Ee/2), then by Remark 1.1 we have that Ru E k(J, H").

Therefore

P2K = ?xu-Ru E A{J,HU),

then by the analytic hypoellipticity, at t = 0, of P2 we get that also Pj is ana-

lytic hypoelliptic at t = 0.

We have now the following consequence

Theorem 2.2.  Suppose that cx and c2 are two constants such that

(2.13) cx >c,      c2 >c,

where c is the constant given in (2.4), if [ipk] G [cx] and {\pk} E [c2], then

p(fafc}) is analytic hypoelliptic at t = 0 if and only if this is so for ?({\pk}).

Proof.  We have
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Pttlfc})-*{**}-{#»-¥!*})

= [bt -a(t, A, Wk})A + a{t, A, {¡¡,k - vk})A]

• [3f - b{t, A, Wk})A + b{t, A, Wk - *k})A]

- c(t, A, tyk})A + c(t, A, Wk - <pk})A

= P(Wk}) + a{t, A, Mk - <pk})A[dt - b{t, A, Mk})A]

+ (3, - a{t, A, Mk})A + a{t, A, tyk - <pk})A)b(t, A, Wk - *k})A

+ c(t,A, {iPk-<pk})A

= P{Mk})+R.

Now to apply Theorem 2.1 with P({ipfe}) and P({^k}) instead of Pj and

P2 or vice versa, we have to prove that R verifies property (2.12), and for this it

is sufficient to prove that a(t, A, {i/ifc - <pk}), b(t, A, [\¡/k - ^}), c(t, A, [\fik - <pk})

verify property (2.12).

Let us take, for instance,

a{t, A, {Xk}) = Z ak(t)Xk{A)A-k,
i

where we have put Xk = ^k ~ Vk-

Now it is sufficient to prove that there is an e > 0 such that for every

sER, a(t, A, ÍXfc}) is a holomorphic function on U with values in the Banach

space L(ES, Es+e) of the bounded linear operators of Es into Es+e and because

for any given u for which esAu is defined,

a{t, A, {xk)YAu = e°Aa(t, A, {Xk))u,

it is enough to consider the case s = 0.

Because, by hypothesis, a(t, A, ÍXjJ) depends holomorphically on t when t

varies in U, we have to prove that there is an e > 0, independent on t, such that

for every uEH, the series

Z„  e^Aha(t,A, {Xk})u
o     "•

converges in H, i.e. that there is a constant M, independent of t and u, such that

(2.14) Z„  TïAha(t,A, ixM  <MluW0.
II o      "• lo

We need the following

Lemma 2.1.   There is a constant Mx, independent on t G U, such

that
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(2.15) Uha(t, A, {xk})u\\0 << + 1//!llull0

for every nonnegative integer « and any u EH.

Proof.  First of all we observe that x^OO. for X G R, is a real function,

such that, Vfc > 1

0 < X*P0 < 1    and   SUPPXfc Ç [Cik> c2k + l]

if we suppose cx <c2.

Then by (2.4),

Wait, A. {x*}K = Z supMOI Uh-kXk(A)u\\Q
i     t7

00

+ Z  »«Pl«A+fc(OIM-fcx*+*C4)«llo
0        ^

< Z ck+xk\i2c2kf'k\\u\ 4- £ ck+h + 1ik + h)\cxkih + krk\\u\\0
I 0

then if we take Mx big enough and use the Stirling formula, we have (2.15).

Now we prove (2.14). For every integer / we have

¿„ ^Aha(t,A, {Xk})u\   < Z^ Wait, A, {xfc})"H0
II o     "• lio       0

< ¿Ä jïMhx+lh\\\u\\0<MxZhieMx)Hu\\0.
0       "' 0

Then if e < l/Mx, we have (2.14), with

M = MxZhieMxf
o

which ends the proof of Theorem 2.2.

3. Concatenations.  Starting from the "formal" operator P given by (2.1)

and satisfying the hypotheses (2.1), (2.2) we are going to construct a sequence of

formal operators P°, P1,. . . , ?J, . . . whose coefficients belong to Q.^ ((/)),

still satisfying the properties (2.1). For this construction, we refer to [1].

The first step is to find an operator uV(r, A) = 2ki//k0M"k G £¿((0). and

a "coefficient" c°iA) - Zkc°/l-fc G Cf^-1] ], such that the operator
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(3.1) P° = iX + W, A))iY - W, A)) - c°iA)A

is formally equal to P.

Lemma H.4.1 in [1] shows how to construct i/,(f, A) and c°(4).

Let us now put

Xo = ot-a°it,A)A,      Y° = dt-b°it,A)A,

a°il, A) = ait, A) - W, A)A~X - Z «"('M-*.
k

b°it, A) = bit, A) + w, ¿M-1 = Z ¿2(f>rfc-
it

Then

(3.2) P° =X°Y°-c°iA)A.

Remark 3.1. The important fact is that the "principal symbol" of P is the

same as that of P° ; in particular the leading coefficients in the power series

ait, A) and a0it, A) (respectively bit, A) and ¿>°(f, A)) ate the same.

Remark 32. If we suppose that property (2.4) is verified, then from the

proof of Lemma H.4.1 in [1] it follows easily, after a shrinking of J, that there

is a neighborhood Vof 0 in Csuch that Rf) V = /, on which \}/kit) can be ex-

tended as a holomorphic function for every nonnegative integer k, we can suppose

F= U.

Furthermore there is a constant c0 > 0, such that

(3.3) 02(01, \b°kit)\, \c°k\} < ck+ikl,   Wk E N and Vf G U.

By property (2.4), to prove (3.3) it is sufficient to see that there is a con-

stant M and D > 0, such that

(3.4) mkit)\,\c°k\}<DMkk\

\/k E N, Vf G U (possibly after a shrinking of U).

From (II.4.3) of [1] we have that i//fc(f) and ck have to verify the following

equality

(3.5) Z Wh-hiO + ck(t) -c°k= Z hiOtk-i-hi» + *,-iW
/i = 0 h = 0

where 8„it) = anit) - bhit).

We reason by induction. We choose D so big that (3.4) is verified for k =

0, we suppose (3.4) true up to k - 1 and we want to prove it for k.

Because So(0) = a0(0) - f>0(0) = 0, (3.5), computed for f = 0, gives us
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(3-6) ci = ck(o) + z ^mk-h(P)-*z ^hmk-i-h(o) + K-iio).
h=l h=l

By (2.4), there is a constant cx such that \5k(t)\, \ck(t)\ <Dc\k\ if we sup-

pose D > 2c. Then from (3.6) we have

leg I = Z Dchihl • DMk~h(k - «)! + Dc\k\
h=l

k-1 riMk~i
+ X D2Mk~ lh\(k - h - 1)! + ^t— (Jfc - 1)!.

i

Indeed, by Cauchy's inequality, if we shrink enough U, we have \ty'k_x{t)\ <

(DMk~l fd)(k - 1)\, Vr G U, where d is a positive constant independent on k.

Then if a is a constant such that 0 < a < 1,

6 \oA/  y     (fc-1)!       fc    odkM)

If we choose M so big that M > 12Dcx ¡a and M > (6D/a + 6/da) the series

2x"(6DcxlaM)h converges. We have

(3.7) |cg I < 1AcxDMkkl < DMkk\

which is the second inequality of (3.4).

From (3.5) we get

hk(t) = 60iWkit)

=4-ck(t)- thSh(wk-h(t)+*r»**<ö**-i-*(o+*;-i<ö
1 1

for every t E U.

As before, and from (3.7), we have for W G U

(3.8) |Afc(f)| < KaDMkk\ 4- KaDMkk\ < aDMkk\.

But «fc(0) = 0 and 50(0) = 0; then

hit) = fl h'k(Tt) dr -t,     50(0 = f0 6'oiTt)dT ■ t.

By the Cauchy inequality and from (3.8), possibly after a shrinking of U,

there is a positive constant d such that
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|r4(f)| < aiD/d)Mkk\   Wk G N.

Now, since Sq(0) ¥= 0, once more after shrinking U, we can suppose 8'0it) +

0, Vf G U, then

W> = &'*(.*) dr/P/oirt) dr,      t G K

LetTJj be equal to |/05¿(Tf)c¿Y|, therefore

l*ft(0l < i«/dDx)DMkk\,   Vf G £/.

Now if dZ), is < 1 we put cv = dDx, otherwise we have a/dDx < 1. In any

case we get the first inequality of (3.4) which proves the result.

The operator P° will be the first element in our sequence attached to P.

Suppose we have constructed the ;'th element P7 = X'Y' - c'iA)A we define

p/+i . Y'X> - c'iA)A = X'Y' - [X', Y'] - c'iA)A

(3.9) ...
= X'Y'- {c'iA) + 8'tit, A)}A

where we put 8'it, A) = Jit, A) - b'it, A), j = 0, 1,. . . .

Then, as before, taking P/+1 instead of P, we can write P7+1 in the way

(3.10) p/+1 = x>+1 Y'+1 - c'+ ' (A)A

and we will have

X>+1 = 9, - a'+ » it, A)A,      Yi+l=dt- iV+ \t,A)A,

a'+ lit,A) = ait, A) - \p>+! (f, A)A~l,

(3.11)
b'+1it, A) = bit, A) + ^'+,(f, A)A~l,

where tfit, A) = S^^fM-* G dAHJ)), c'iA) = ^ÀA~k E C[[A~1]].

Remark 3.3.  P/+ ' will have the same "principal symbol" as P, and there-

fore verifies (2.2) and (2.3). By Remark 3.2, like P° it will verify a property

analogous to (3.3), possibly after a shrinking of U, with a°.(f), bkit), ck and c0

by a>k+lit),b>k+lit),ck+i,ci+x.

We will suppose that the constant c, has the property

(3.12) c¡+x>ci>c,     j>0,

where c is the constant (2.4).

From (3.9) follows immediately the

Proposition 3.1.  We have, for j = 0,1,... ,

(3.13) r/p/' = p''+1v/',
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(3.14) X¥+l=PíXi.

Definition 3.1.   The sequence of formal operators {/>/};>0 will be called

the XY-concatenation attached to P.

Proposition 32. Let {P'} be the XY-concatenation attached to P.  77ze«

the leading coefficient c'0 ofc'(A) is given by

(3.15) c^CoM+fi'oiO),

where 80(t) is the leading coefficient in ô°(t, A).

See Proposition II.4.2 of [1].

Theorem 3.1.   Let us suppose that {<pk} E [cq] and Cq > 2c0, where cQ

is given by (3.3). 77ze« P({yk}) and P°({ipk}) are true operators and P({<pk}) is

analytic hypoelliptic at t = 0 if and only if so is P°{{pk}).

Proof.  The proof is similar to that of Theorem 22. We observe that

A-'^a^-pa^}))

= 5(/, A, Wkm(t, A, {<pk}) + c(t, A, {^}) - c0(A, {<pk})

-A-'^+^^t.A.i^})

= Ík(th^(^k-h(tyPh(Aypk.h{A))A-k + ¿k{ck{t)-c°kypk(A)A-k
0      \0 / 0

- Zfc(z^z,(0^_^UK-^)V"k"! - tktWMV-"-1
o   \o o

MWk-H<f))*M)A-k + ik(ck(t)-4ypk{A)A
' 0

- ZJ (thh(wk-h(o) -K(t)Uk+1{A)A

- £k£h*k-hWh(-m-Wk-h)(A)A-k
0        0

+ Z* T.hMWk-M*k+i -*h*k-h)iA)A-k-1
0        0

+ ÍMt)(*k+i-*k)(A)A-k-1-
o

= jz*(z»¿
(0      \ 0

-it

-fc-1
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For how P° has been formally constructed, we have that the sum in the big

brackets is zero, then

>1-1(P0({^})-P({^}))

- -Z*ZA(f)v&fc_A(f)(v*fc - Wk-h)W~k
0      0

(3.16)
+ tk thUWk-hiW'Pk+i -Wk-hKW-1

0       0

+ Z^ÍOÍv^-^M-*-1
0

= R.

Then

(3.17) P°i&k})-Pi{<pk}) = AR=R.

Now to apply Theorem 2.1, we-need to prove that R or R verifies property

(2.12).
Then as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we reduce ourselves to prove

Lemma 3.1.   There is a constant Mx independent on tE U, such that

(3.18) WRu\\0<MÏ+1h\\\u\\0

for every nonnegative integer h and any u EH.

Proof.  First of all we observe that: VA, 0 < « < k, k > 1

Í0,      X < 70k/2,

IWk-hW ~ ,
11,      X<e0*+1.

Therefore

\<c'0k/2, \>7Qk+ 1,

dPk - V/.Vfc-ft)(X) = .
1,   otherwise.f<

\<c0k/2,X>c0ik + 1)4-1,

(3-19)     i*k+l-Wk-h)W
1,   otherwise.

\<c0k,\>c0ik + 1)4-1,
(Vjt+i -vk)(X) = ^

1,   otherwise.
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Now using the first of (3.19) we prove that (3.18) is verified from the sum

(3.20) Zk Z/S,(0^_,(0(^ - ttPk_j)iA)A-k.
o     o

We proceed in the same way for the other series in R.  By (2.4), (3.3) and (3.12),

VfGtV

*.- .-it, 'U" Z* ZiiW'fc-iXOfo* -Wk_,)iA)A-ku L
0        0

< Z* t,l(«,^_,X0ll(^ -Wk_j)iA)Ah-ku\
i      o

+ Z* *tW*+*-/X0ll(*ft+/k -Wk+n_j)iA)A-ku\
0 0

<"Z/t ti<+2lKk-QXe0k 4- l)"-fc • ll«ll0
i      o

+  Z* "Zi<+H + 2lKk + h - 0!|y (k + A)J
-*

<4cg*¿\*c*!(2cÓ*)*-*-y«ll0
l

2k

+ 4c20 Ç*(* + ^o+*(* + W^ + A)-fc   """o-

Then if M is a constant big enough we have

<Mi2?0)»h» Z/|Y • l«l0 +Mc*h\Zk(^y • l«i0.

Then because Cq > 2c0, by Stirling formula, we have the (3.18).

With this lemma, we end the proof as in Theorem 2.2.

Let / be a positive integer and let P°, P1, . . . , P' be the first / + 1 opera-

tors in the Zy-concatenation attached to P.

Let cj he a constant bigger than 2c-, where cy- is the constant given by (3.12)

and {pk} G [cj].

Then all P°i{pk}), Pli{pk}), ■ ■ ■ , P'({pk}) are true operators.

Corollary 3.1.   In the previous hypothesis, if for some integer h, 0 <

« < / - 1, Ph + ii{pk}) is analytic hypoelliptic at t = 0 and we suppose that the

following property is verified:
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there is an open neighborhood J'ofO, relatively compact contained

in J, such that ifuE £>'(/', H~°°) and

(3.21) Yh({pk})u G A(/', H»),      ?h{{fik})u E A(/', H»)

then u E A(/', Hw)

then also Ph({pk}) is analytic hypoelliptic at t = 0.

Proof.  From (3.9), we have

1*({P*})P*«P*})

= [X\{pk})Yhi{pk})-{<*<A, {pk}) +8%t,A, {pk})}A]Yh({pk})

= Ph{{pk})Yh({pk))

where we put P" = XnYn - [cn(A) + oh(t, A)}A.

Now if we recall as Ph + 1 has been constructed, from Theorem 3.1 we have

that Ph({pk}) is analytic hypoelliptic at t = 0 if and only if so is PH+\{pk}).

Then by hypothesis, there is a neighborhood /" of 0 that we can suppose

equal to/', on which Ph{{pk}) is hypoelliptic.

Then let « G p'(/', H~") such that Pn({pk})u G Ai/', H"), then

PH{{ßk})Yh({ßk})u = Yh({pk})P\{pk})u G A(/' //");

therefore Yh({pk})u E A(/', H") then by (3.21) u E Ai/', Hw), therefore

Ph{{pk}) is analytic hypoelliptic at t = 0.

4. Statement of the main theorem.  Let P be the formal operator given by

(2.1) and satisfying the hypothesis (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) and let c be as usual, the

constant given by (2.4).

We recall that for any sequence {pk} G [c,], where cx > c, P{{pk}) is a

true operator.

Definition 4.1.   The formal operator P is said to be analytic hypoelliptic

at a point t G / if for any constant cx > c and for any sequence {pk} G [cx ],

the true operator P({pk}) is analytic hypoelliptic at t.

Remark 4.1.   By Theorem 2.2, for P to be analytic hypoelliptic at a point

t E J, it is necessary and sufficient that there is a constant cx bigger than c and

a sequence {pk} G [cx] for which P({pk}) is analytic hypoelliptic at t.

We can now state the main theorem of this paper.

Theorem 4.1.   Let P be the formal operator given by (2.1) and satisfying

the hypotheses (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4); let P> = X'Y> - c!'(A)A, / = 0, 1.

denote the successive elements in the XY-concatenation attached to P.

The following are equivalent:

(4.1) P is hypoelliptic at t = 0;
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(4.2) P is analytic hypoelliptic at t = 0;

(4.3) For no integer j > 0, the formal power series in A-1, c'(A), is iden-

tically zero.

The equivalences (4.1) <=> (4.3) have been already proved in [1]. We have

to prove that (4.3) implies (4.2) (by Definition 1.2, (4.2) => (4.1)).

For the proof of Theorem 4.1 we need the following theorem which will be

proved in §6.

Theorem 4.2. Let I be an open interval centered in the origin and T its

closure.  Suppose that Q is a (true) operator given by

(4.4) Q = (3f - cx(t)tA - a(t, A))(dt - ß(t)tA - ß(t, A)) - y(t)A - y(t, A)

where a(t), ß(t), y(t) are complex valued C°° functions on T and a(t, A), ß(t, A),

y(t, A) are C°° functions on T with values in L(H, H),for which the following

hypotheses are verified:

(4.5) Rea(0)>0,     Re0(O)<O;

(4.6) |a(0) - ß(0)\2 < 2Re{T(0)[a(0)-/3(0)]}.

Suppose furthermore that there is a constant M>0, such that for every tEI

and any nonnegative integer h

,    N        {|3?a(i)|, 13*0(01, 19*7(01. 113?^ A)\\,
(4.7)

Wdhß(t, A)\\, I3*9M)I} <Mh+1h\

where II II is the norm in L(H, H).

Under these hypotheses P is analytic hypoelliptic at t = 0.

5.  Proof of Theorem 4.1.

Proof of ( 4.3) =* (4.2). Let P be the operator given in Theorem 4.1 and

/ and integer such that

(5.1) / > * - Re(c(0)/5o(0)).

Let cj be a constant larger than 2c¡, where c, is given by (3.12), and \pk)

a sequence belonging to [cy] ; then P{{pk}), P°({pfc}), . . . , P'({pfc}) are true

operators.

First of all we observe that P!({pk}) verifies the hypotheses of Theorem

4.2.

Because the leading coefficients of a'(t, A), b'(t, A) axe the same as those

of a(t, A), b(t, A) by (2.2) and (2.3), we have that P'({pk}) can be written in

the form (4.4); and (4.5) will be verified.

Furthermore by (3.15) and (5.1), since 7(0) = c0, (4.6) is verified; finally

by Remark 3.3 and by Cauchy's inequality used in the same way as in Remark
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2.1, we see that also (4.7) is verified, therefore we may conclude that P'i{pk})

is analytic hypoelliptic at t = 0.

Now we want to prove that under the hypothesis (4.3), starting from the

analytic hypoellipticity at t = 0 of P'i{pk}), all the Phi{pk}), h = 0, 1,... ,

/ - 1, are analytic hypoelliptic at f = 0, which will imply by Theorem 3.1 that

P({pfc}) is analytic hypoelliptic at f = 0. By Remark 4.1 this will prove Theorem

4.1. We shall use Corollary 3.1, and we will have to prove that (3.21) is verified.

We will do the first step; for the others we proceed in the same way.

Lemma 5.1.   Under the previous hypotheses (/« particular, that P;({pfc})

is hypoelliptic analytic in J), there is an open neighborhood J' ofO, relatively

compact, contained in J, such that ifuE V'iJ', H~°°) and

(5.2) Yi-'iip^uEkiJ'.H»),      P'-HiPkVuEAiJ'.H»),

then u E Ail', 77w).

Proof.  We set Yi~li{pk})u = g, Pf-li{pk})u = «; then by (5.2),£ and

h E A(/', 77w); therefore

(5.3) ¿-HA, {pk})Au = X'~li{pk})g - h E Ail', 77").

Let m¡_ j be the smallest integer such that c'~}_   =£ 0; such an integer

exists, by (4.3).

Therefore we can find a number p > 0, so large that

(5.4) plc^.1   |2>sup|A0(f)|.
i-l re/

Let

TV- iPk)) = ^jTx-ci-liA, {pk})Ami-i

= kfci,iV. ,w+   Z kcfc1,4~lPkiA)Amf-.-*.
' m/-l + 1

Then

MA, [Pk})=Kjl_l\2+Zk+i ^',c(-'pkiA)Ami-i-k

= TiA, {pk}) + k££/(l -Pm¡iiA)) = yiA, [pk})+R,

whereÄ = |c4-^|2(l-pw/i04)).

Now it is easy to see R verifies a property analogous to (3.18), then it will

satisfy property (2.12) and by the fact that Pf~li{pk})u E A(I', 77"), we will
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get, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, that Ru E A(/', //").

Then, by (5.3), pX(A, {pk})Au E Ai/', H"). Therefore

Z/-iu = Y>-l({pk})u - pX(A, {pk})Au E Ai/', H")

and by virtue of the ellipticity of Z/_1, due to (5.4), we conclude that u E

A(/', Hw), which proves the lemma.

As a consequence, by Corollary 3.1 we can conclude that P'~1{{pk}) is

analytic hypoelliptic at t = 0.

By repeating these arguments / - 1 times we reach the conclusion that

P°({Pfc}) and (see Theorem 3.1) P({pfc}) are analytic hypoelliptic at t = 0.

This ends the proof of Theorem 4.1, by Remark 4.1.

6. Proof of Theorem 4.2. We follow closely the argument in [2].  Let us

consider the operator

Q = (3, - a(t)tA - a(t, a))(3t - ß(t)tA - ß(t, A))- y(t)A - y(t, A).

If we redefine the coefficients appropriately, we can write Q in the form

(6.1) Q = 32 + a(t)tbtA + ß(t)t2A2 + y(t, A)dt + X(t, A)A + p(t, A)

where a(0, ß{t) are complex valued C°° functions and y(t, A), X(t, A), p(t, A) axe

C°° functions, defined in /, with values in L(H, H). There is a constant M > 0,

such that, for every t El,

(6.2) {I3?«(0I, I3?/5(0I> 113*70-. A)\\,   \\ohtX(t, A)\\, \\thtp(t, A)\\) <Mn + lh\

where II II is the norm in L(H, H).

Because of the hypotheses (4.5) and (4.6), by Corollary II.2.1 of [1], if we

shrink enough /, there is a constant c > 0, such that

(6.3) J(ll3full2 + ll¿4ull2) dt < c\¡(Qv, v)0 dt\,   Vu G Cc"(/, H"),

where ( , )0 is the inner product of H.

If we use the norm II Wsk introduced in [4], the inequality (6.3) can be

written

lull2,, <c|j(f2i;,l;)oí/í|)

whence, by Schwarz' inequality,

M\tl <cll(2ulLli_1llull1)1,

which implies

(6.4) H.i<«lfi»Li,-i    Vu G C7(/, //").

Therefore, as shown in [4], (6.3) implies
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(6.5) lli>ll2>2 < clßul0>0 - e/filóte dt \ ,

Vu G C"(7, 77°°). If we use the notation ll/ll2 = / ll/lÇ dt, a norm equivalent to

Il H22 is given by

A/0;)2 - Il92ull2 4- hdtAvf + \\t2A2v\\2 + \\dtvf 4- lUull2 4- Hull2.

When the integration with respect to f is performed over some interval w we

write Nwiv).

Let us put

ro = {(«, *)GN2|A<4,A +k<p-h}

(6.6)
U {(A, iv)GN2|«>4,«4-A:<p-4}.

Note that Fp contains all the pairs (A, k) such that A 4- k < p - 4.

Now let:

(6.7) #¿»=  ftSkuper ̂(a^fcü)

and let « G £>'(/, 77_0°) be such that

(6.8) Qu=fEAiI,H").

We want to prove that there is an open subinterval J of 7 centered in 0,

independent of u, such that

(6.9) u G Ail 77").

First of all (6.8) implies that

(6.10) u E C~(7, 77~),

since Q is hypoelliptic in a suitable interval J (cf. [1, Corollary II.3.2])

Therefore, in order to prove (6.9) it suffices to show that we can choose /

and a constant B such that

(6.11) Npiu)<Bp+lpl   \/pEN,p>p0,

where p0 is a fixed integer. By the standard embedding theorems, (6.11) will

imply

supll9^fcM|l0<C5Î+*(A+A:)!

where B and C are suitable constants.

Possibly after shrinking 7, we may suppose that, for some c > 0,

(6.12) sup Il9^fcí2i/ll0 <C"ft+*+1(A 4- it)!.

Let co = ]-2, 2[, we can always suppose that co is contained in 7 and put

w6 = ]-2 4- S, 2 - 5 [ with 0 < 8 < 2.
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Let e and ex be two real numbers, 0 < e, ex < 1, and p(t) E C~(o;e )

such that p(t) = 1, Vf G we+e , and |3*p| < Cxe~a, 0 <a < 2.  By (6.5), if

p > a we have that

A/We+e iohtAku) <N(pohtAku) < Cllßp9^fcuB

<C{\\pohtAkQu\\ + ll[ß, P]oHtAkul 4- |p[ß, hhtAk\u\\},

\/(h,k)ETp.

From now on, C will denote a generic constant independent of A, A;, p, e

and 6j.

Now, by (6.12), we have

Nu       $htAku) < C{Cpp\ 4- ll[ß, p]bhtAku\ + \\p[Q, 3*A*]ull}.
e+£i

Lemma 6.1.   Under fAe preceding hypotheses,

ll[ß, p]ohtAkul <C{e~1Np)-1iu) + e"2/VP-2(«)}.
ei ei

Proof.

Il[ß, p]9?/lfcwll <2llp'9f9?XfcUll 4- llp"9^kull

4- Ila(f)p'f9j,/lk+1«ll4- hit, A)p'bhtAkul.

Let us estimate \\p'dtb'¡Aku\\. Suppose k > 1; since:

(6.13) Ip'/fKCe-1,

we have

llp'9f9?>lfcMll <Ce-! 1^9,9^*«!^
ei

<Ce-1llf9f^(9^*-1u)llw    <Ce"1A/w   (g?/!*"1«).
ei €i

If A >4, A 4-jfc <p-4 => A 4-/: - 1 <p - 1 - 4 =* (A, A: - 1) G rp_, ; anal-

ogously, if A < 4, (A, A: - 1) G Tp_ !, then lp'btbhtAku II < Ce" '/V'" '(//).

Suppose Â; = 0. Then we can suppose A > 1 and

llp'9,9?"1^ Ilp'9,9?-lu\<Ce~^   (d'}-1u)<Ce-lNpJ-liu),
ei ei

because, as before, we have (A - 1, 0) G r    x. Then in general we have

llp'g^/l^lKCe-1^;^«).

Let us estimate Ib(f)p'f9^/lfc','1«ll.  Suppose k > 1; by (6.13) we have
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Iip'f3*/1*+1MII <Ce"1 llr2,42(3?/l*+,«)llw
el

<Ce"lNu   (bHtAk-lu) < Ce~'/V*"'(«).
ei ei

If k = 0 we can suppose « > 1 ; then

Ip'ttfAul < Ce-1 irö^ca*-1«)^
ei

<Ce~1N(t}   (dht-1u)<Ce-iNP}~l(u).
ei ei

Then in general Ila(0p'í3*/lfc+1ull < OTlN^-l(/t).

If we consider llp"3ft<4fcwll, II7O, A)p'àhtAku\\, we have that both of them

are<Ce-2H3ft,4*«IL    .
t Wgj

Now if h> 2,

WtAkulu    = Il32(3ft-2¿*U)IIW    <NU   {dht-2Aku)<N^-2{u);
ei ei ei ei

if« = l,

K^ul       <NU   (4*u)<NZ,-2(u),
ei ei ei

because 1 +k<p-l**k<p-2=>(0, k)E Tp_2.

If h = 0, we can suppose k > 2; then, since |p"/V21 < ce-2, and by (6.13),

îp"A*ul, II7O, A)p'Aku\\ < Ce"2 llr2ylku|l
ei

< ce~2N„   (Ak~2u) < ce-2Npw-2(u)
ei ei

then in general

lp"dhtAkul »70. /i)p'3?/ifcull <ce-2/VP-2(M),
ei

which proves the lemma.

Lemma 6.2.   Same hypotheses as in Lemma 6.1.

(6.14) Hp[ß, 3^*]„|l <C£ck 7^kTxNp-kiu).
k=i      W    *->•      €i

Proof.

llp[Ö. 3^k]«ll= llp[Ö. 3*M*«II

<llp[aOX 3*]3^*+,«ll

(6-15) + Kp[ß(t)t2dht]Ak+2u\\ + llp[70, A), d*p,A*ul

+ \\p[X{t, A), bht]Ak+lu\\ + Ilp[p0, A), c-Ht]Aku\\.
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We may suppose h > 1. We have, first,

Wp[a(t)t,<iht)îtAk+xu\\

<       Z       TT$ 11(3^3^(3^*1011

+   E   á ii(3^)p(3r^fc+1«)ii.
\+v+i=h A'*-

By (6.2), it suffices to prove that

\\ptdtA(dtAku\\ < QV¿-X(«),

(6.16) ¡paj+U^+'uKcwp-^-H«).
ei

Suppose « > 4.  For the first inequality (6.16), with (h, k) E T , we have

X + v + k<p-4=>p-X-4*>(v, k)E Tp_x. Consequently,

\\ptdtA(dvtAku)II < CNW    (dvtAku) < C3V¿-\u).
ei ei

As for the second inequality (6.16) we have (1) ifp>l,X4-i;-l-l+A<p-

4 =* v - 1 + k + 1 < (p - X - 1) - 4 => (v - 1, k + 1) G rp_^_,, and therefore

\\P(bvt+1Ak+lu)\\<CNu  pj-M**1«)<ov'£-*-1(k);
ei £i

(2)ii>=0,A4-H-Jfc<p-4=*H-¿fc<p-X-4<Cp-X-l)-4'»

(0,* + l)erp_x_,,and

Ipa^+'uKOVy    {Ak+lu)<CNP}-x-1(u).
ei ei

Similar argument when h < 4. As a consequence of (6.16) we see that

Ilp[a0)f, d^]dtAu\\ verifies the estimate (6.14).

We operate in the same way with llp[0O)f2, d'¡]Ak+2u\\.

Next we see, by (6.2), that

llp[70, A), 3?]3^fc«ll < Z (h)\\p^-vy{t, A) • dvt+lAku\\
v<h   V

<Ii(hl))ch-l'+l{h-vy.\\pdt(bl'tAku)\\

v<h

h\<Z c»-»+ir±N     WAku).
v<h 1

But if h>4,h +k<p-4=>v + k<p-(h -v)-4*(v, k)erp_(H_v).

If « < 4, « + ifc <p - h => v + k <p - (h - v) - « <p - (h - v) - v =>
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(y,k)erp_{h_vy Therefore

ip[yit,A),bh]dtAkuî< Z <?-v+l %rNZT(H-v)(u).
v<h Vl 1

We obtain a similar estimate for llp[X(f, A), bHt]Ak~lul and

llp[p(f, A), 9^] .4*« II and the lemma is thus proved.

By Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, we get that there is a constant c > 0 such that,

VpG/V,p>4,V(A, A:)Grp,

N^ib»tAku) < cjc-p! 4- £ Ck ̂ N^-Hu)

+ Zke-kNpu-kiu)\,

whence:

Np ^^pl+Z^^e-^iu)

(6-17) + ¿ e-*/V£;*(«) .

Let / be an integer such that / > p 4- 4, e = l/l, ex = p/l and put

dB = Np (m)/-p-4.
p       w(p+i)//v '

The inequality (6.17) can be rewritten

dp<c\cp + zc%_k+ ¿vJ
( Jt=l k=l )

for every integer p > 4, p < / - 4, which easily implies, for some B > 0,

(6.18) dp<Bp+l    Vp</-4.

In turn (6.18) implies, for all / > 4,

a£-4(W)<z?'-3/'.

Finally, after an increase of the constant 77 we get (6.11) with / = cjj.
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